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 ► Fabric D7: T-Temp D-4 & D-3
Step 1: Cut and stack (4) 5” by 42” strips facing right-side up. Set 
these aside for T-Temp D-4. Then, cut and stack (3) 6-1/2” by 42” 
strips facing right-side up. Set these aside for T-Temp D-3. 

Step 2:   T-Template D-4 is used to cut (8) pieces, matching the 
size and shape of each Template. Place these pieces into Bag #D5.

Step 3:   T-Template D-3 is used to cut (16) pieces, matching the 
size and shape of each Template. Place these pieces into Bag #D5.

 █ CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS UNIT D2- D7

 ► Fabric D8: (TLS) #3, #4, #5, & #6
Step 1: Cut and stack (8) 4-1/4” by 42” strips facing right-side up 
into (1) group of strips. Set these aside for (TLS) #3 & #4.  Then, cut 
and stack (8) 4-3/4” by 42” strips facing right-side up into one group 
of strips. Set these aside for (TLS) #5 & #6. 

Step 2: Position (2) each Unit D2, D4, D5, D7, Template D2-3 Layout 
Sheet #3 and (1) each Unit D3, D6, Template D3-3 Layout Sheet #4 as 
shown on the (8) 4-3/4” by 42” strips.

Step 3: Cut (8) pieces, matching the size and shape of each  (TLS).

Step 4: Paper clip  each section to the fabric to keep the template 
from moving and complete the cutting by slicing through the paper 
and fabric on each CUT LINE to separate the individual pieces.

Step 5: The D2-3 Template pieces are 
placed in Bag #D3. The D3-3 Template 
pieces are placed in Bag #D4.

Step 6: Position (2) each Unit D2, D4, D5, D7, Template D2-2 Layout 
Sheet #5 and (1) each Unit D3, D6, Template D3-2 Layout Sheet #6 as 
shown on the (8) 4-1/4” by 42” strips.
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Step 7: Cut (8) pieces, matching the size and shape of each  (TLS).

Step 8: Paper clip  each section to the fabric to keep the template 
from moving and complete the cutting by slicing through the paper 
and fabric on each CUT LINE to separate the individual pieces.

Step 9: The D2-2 Template pieces are 
placed in Bag #D3. The D3-2 Template 
pieces are placed in Bag #D4.

 ► Fabric D9:a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h,  (TLS) #7
Step 1: Cut (2) 2-3/4” by 42” strips from each Fabric D9:a-h. Stack 
the strips into (2) stacks of (8) strips facing right-side up. 

NOTE - We used (8) different colors for the Geese. If you chose fewer colors to 
work with it’s fine. Just make sure you end up with a total of (16) strips.

Step 2: The Unit D2 thru D7 Template Layout Sheet #7 are used 
to cut (32) pieces matching the size and shape of each (TLS) by 
slicing between each layout sheet.

Step 3: Re-sort the pieces by color. Then re-stack the pieces placing 
(4) pieces from (2) different color families under each (TLS).

Step 4:  Paper clip each section to the fabric and begin the cutting 
process to separate the individual sections.

Step 5: Place the 
first  four stacks  
from each group 
into Bag #D3 and 
the last two stacks 
in  Bag #D4.
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